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1. Legislation and regulation
What are the main sources of copyright law?
The main source of copyright legislation in China is the
Copyright Law. The first Copyright Law was promulgated in
1990 by the Standing Committee of the National People’s
Congress, which is the legislative body of the Chinese
Government. This law has since been revised twice,
in 2001 and 2010. A third revision is now in discussion
before the Legislative Affairs Office of the State Council.
Judicial interpretations are another important source of
copyright in China.
Judicial interpretations are binding opinions issued by
the Supreme People’s Court on the implementation of
certain laws. Regional courts can also issue interpretations,
which would only be binding upon courts in those
local jurisdictions. Chinese courts may cite judicial
interpretations of Copyright Law to support their
reasoning in judgments.
As a civil law system, court decisions are not sources
of copyright law in China and have no binding effect.
However, certain guiding cases, which are selected and
published by the Supreme People’s Court each year, have
reference value to the lower courts.

2. Subsistence of copyright
2.1 What type of works can be protected
by copyright?
The types of work covered by copyright are: literary,
oral, musical, dramatic, Quyi (see below for definition),
choreographic, acrobatic, fine art, architectural,
photographic, cinematographic (and those created
by means similar to cinematography), graphic, model,
and computer software. These are the broad categories
of copyrightable works. Brief summaries of each
category are below:
Literary works
These works include novels, poems, prose, treatises and
other works that are expressed in written form.
Oral works
Oral works are impromptu speeches, lectures, court
debates and other works that are expressed orally.
Musical works
Musical works include songs, symphonies and other similar
works, with or without lyrics, that can be sung or played.
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Dramatic works
Dramatic works include dramas, operas and other works
that are created for stage performance.

-

Quyi works
Quyi works are works typically performed through
conversation and singing, such as xiangsheng (comic
dialogues), kuaishu (quick patter), dagu (Chinese base
drum), pingshu (storytelling based on classic novels like
Romance of the Three Kingdoms), etc.
Choreographic works
Choreographic works are works that express thoughts and
feelings through movements, dance, facial expressions, etc.
Acrobatic works
Acrobatic works include acrobatics, magic acts, circus acts
and other performances that are expressed through bodily
movements and techniques.

-

-

Fine art works
Works of fine art include paintings, calligraphy, sculptures
and other two or three dimensional works or artistic
creations formed by visual lines, colours and/or
other patterns.
Architectural works
Architectural works include buildings or structural works.

-

Photographic works
Photographic works are art created by recording images of
objects on light sensitive materials or other media with the
aid of instruments.
Cinematographic works and works created by means
similar to cinematography
These are works captured on certain media and may
include images with or without accompanying sounds, and
disseminated with the aid of certain devices.

Computer programs are sequences of command codes,
symbolic command sequences or symbolic statement
sequences, which can be automatically converted to
a coded command sequence. These are executable
by a computer or any other device with information
processing abilities.
Documentation is written information and diagrams that
are used to describe the content, composition, design,
functionality specifications, development details, test
results and usage method of a program, such as the
program design description, flow chart and user’s manual.

2.2 What is required for works to qualify for
copyright protection?
To be eligible for copyright protection, works need to
be original intellectual creations of a type listed above.
The works must also be capable of being reproduced in a
tangible medium. A work is original if the author (see 3.1 for
discussion on authorship) created the work through his/her
own skill, judgement and individual effort and did not copy
from other works. Works do not need to be of high artistic
merit but must exhibit some modicum of creativity.
The work also does not need to be entirely original.
Generally, the threshold for originality is low in China
compared to other civil law countries such as France,
Germany or Japan. As a general rule, Chinese law only
accords copyright protection to works if the author is a
Chinese national or if the work was first published in China
or another country party to one of the various international
conventions that China is also a party to.

2.3 What rights does copyright grant to the
rights holder?
The Copyright Law enumerates the rights that comprise
copyright. These rights are the exclusive rights of the
rights holder (before any licences are granted) and include
the rights to:

or production, as well as maps and schematic drawings
created to show geographical phenomena or demonstrate
principles or structures.

• reproduction, ie make one or more copies of a work by
means of printing, photocopying, duplication, etc

Model works
These are three dimensional works made to a certain scale
according to the shape and structure of objects for display,
testing or exhibition, etc.

• rent, ie authorise others to use works on a
temporary basis

•

Graphic works
Graphic works include engineering design drawings and
product design drawings created for construction

•

• exhibition/public display, ie showcase the original or
copies of works
•

-

•

• distribution, ie make original or copies of works available
to the public by sale or donation

• public performance/broadcast, ie perform the works or
broadcast them via any medium
•

Computer software
These are computer programs and their relevant
documentation.
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•

• public exhibition via film projectors or other equipment,
works of fine art, photographic works, cinematographic
works, or works created by means similar to
cinematography
•

• public broadcast or dissemination of a work through
wireless transmission, to disseminate a broadcast work
to the public through wire transmission or rebroadcast,
and to disseminate a broadcast work to the public
through a loudspeaker or any other similar instrument
used to transmit symbols, sounds or images

The right of publication and other economic rights for
works created by a legal person or an organisation, or
works made for hire, have terms of 50 years beginning from
the date of creation. The term ends on 31 December of the
50th year after creation.

•

• dissemination of a work via an information network,
ie make a work available to the public by wired or
wireless means
•

• fixation of a work in a medium by cinematographic
or similar means

The copyright term for cinematographic works, works
created by means similar to cinematography, or
photographic works is different from the term for other
types of works. The term for the publication right and
economic rights (see 2.3) for these works is 50 years
starting from the date of publication. The term ends on 31
December of the 50th year after the first publication date.
If the work is never published, its term of protection is 50
years from the date of creation.
Orphan works, which are works whose author cannot be
identified or contacted, are protected for terms of 50 years,
which begin on the date of the first publication.

•

• creation of derivative or adapted works so as to
create a new work
•

• translation
•

• compilations or arrangements
•

• other rights to which a copyright owner will be entitled.

2.4 Are moral rights protected (for example, rights to
be identified as an author of a work or to object to
derogatory treatment of a work)?
Yes. In China, the Copyright Law provides the following
moral rights for all types of works:
•

• the right to publish a work
•

• the right to be credited as the author of a work
•

• the right to alter or authorise others to alter a work
•

• the right to object to derogatory treatment of a work.

2.5 What is the duration of copyright in
protected works?

2.6 For how long do moral rights subsist in
copyright works?
See 2.5.
An author’s moral rights to attribution, to alter (or
authorise others to alter) the work, and to object to
derogatory treatment of his or her work are perpetual.
Similarly, a performer’s moral rights to be identified as
the performer and to protect his/her performance from
distortion are perpetual. The right to publish a work
persists for the life of the author plus 50 years if the author
is an individual. For cinematographic works, the term is 50
years after the work’s first publication, depending on the
type of cinematographic work. Works authored by legal
persons have terms of 50 years from the date of creation.

Copyright term varies by right. For example, an author’s
moral rights to attribution, to alter (or authorise others to
alter) the work, and to object to derogatory treatment of
his or her work are perpetual.

-

However, the term for the moral right to publish a work and
any economic copyrights (see 2.3) are the life of the author
plus 50 years. The term of protection ends on 31 December
of the 50th year after the author’s death. For jointly
created works, the term runs from the work’s creation to
31 December of the 50th year after the death of the last
known author.
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3. Ownership
3.1 Who is the first owner of a copyright work?
As a general rule, the initial owner of the copyright to a
work is its author. Under the Copyright Law, an author can
be an individual or a legal person (such as a corporation).
Normally, an individual who creates a work is its author.
Works created with the sponsorship of, or according to the
intent of, another legal person or organisation responsible
for such works are considered authored by such legal
person or organisation.
The main exception to this rule involves works for hire
where the work is graphical in nature or is computer
software. Where an employee creates such a work using
the employer’s resources, materials or technical support,
the copyright will vest in the employer irrespective of if
the work was created under the direction of or for the
employer or not. In other words, as long as an employee
utilises employer resources to create a graphical work or
computer software, the copyright will automatically vest
in the employer even if the employee created such work
outside the direction of the employer.
The copyright for works made for hire may also vest in
employers pursuant to laws, regulations and contracts.
However, the author always reserves the right of
authorship. Another exception is where a contract for the
creation of a work explicitly states that the copyright in
commissioned work belongs to the commissioning party.
Here, the commissioning party may acquire the copyright
in the work and become the first owner.

3.3 Can you register copyright? If so, what are the
benefits of such registration and what other
steps, if any, can you take to help you bring an
infringement action?
Yes. Copyrights can be registered in China even though the
copyright attaches automatically upon creation. Copyright
registration is prima facie evidence of ownership of a
copyright. In a copyright infringement action, the rights
holder may use a copyright registration to certify his/her
rights, provided that there is no evidence to the contrary.
A copyright notice may be useful evidence of copyright
ownership and of the date of authorship. According to the
Copyright Law, in the absence of evidence to the contrary,
the author of a work will be the individual, legal person
or other organisation whose name is affixed to that work.
Therefore, a copyright notice can create a presumption
that the named person is the work’s author and puts third
parties on notice. However, copyright still exists without
such notice. Failure to display such notice does not affect
the existence of copyright in a work.

3.4 What steps should you take to validly transfer,
assign or license copyright?
Copyright assignments must be in writing and signed by or
on behalf of the copyright owner.
The law requires exclusive licences to be in writing but is
silent on non exclusive licences. However, as a practical
matter, all licences should be in writing.
-

The Copyright Law also provides specific rules on the
ownership of cinematographic works. Specifically, the
copyright in such works will generally vest in the producer,
provided that the screenwriter, director, cinematographer,
lyricist, composer and other authors reserve their
authorship rights in any work they contributed.

Joint owners will negotiate in good faith on how to exploit
the work. If no consensus can be reached through friendly
consultation, each owner may use the work or license the
work, provided that the royalties are shared among the
joint owners. Assignment of the copyright requires the
consent of all joint owners.

3.2 Can copyright in a work be jointly owned? If so,
what are the rights of a co-owner?
Yes. Copyright in a work can be jointly owned by two or
more persons. This can occur where a work is created by
more than one person or where the copyright in a work is
assigned either in part or in whole.
To qualify as joint authors, each author must share a joint
intent of creation. In other words, both authors must
be aware that they are collaborating together to create
something and intend to combine their work into a
single creation.

The copyright assignment agreement or copyright
licence agreement may be registered with the Copyright
Administrative Department, which creates an official
record of such transaction. The benefit of this registration
is that the registration is evidence of the licence and the
parties’ relationship.

3.5 Can moral rights be transferred, assigned
or licensed?
No. Moral rights cannot be transferred,
assigned or licensed.
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4. Infringement
Owners of copyright can take legal action if any of their
exclusive rights (as set out in 2.3 above) are infringed. There
are two types of infringement: primary and secondary.

4.1 What acts constitute primary infringement
of copyright?
Primary infringement occurs where a person performs any
of the exclusive rights protected under copyright law (see
2.3) without authorisation of the owner. These acts include:

There are a number of exceptions to copyright provided in
the Copyright Law. There are a wide variety of exceptions
designed for specific situations. The exceptions permit
certain uses of protected works without authorisation or
remuneration. However, the author’s name and the work’s
title should still be specified.
The exceptions are as follows:

•

• copying

4.3 What acts are permitted with respect to copyright
works (ie what exceptions apply)?

Act

• renting or lending cinematographic works, works
created by means similar to cinematography, or
computer software to the public

Private study, research or personal enjoyment

• displaying works of fine art or photographic
work to the public

This exception provides that using protected works for
private study, research or personal enjoyment is not
subject to copyright. However, commercial uses are not
covered, and the amount of the protected work used
should be limited

•

•

•

• distributing copies of work to the public

•

• performing a work in public
•

• projecting works of fine art, photographic works,
cinematographic works, or works created by means
similar to cinematography to the public

Description

Act
Introduction, commentary or criticism

• disseminating a work to the public via an
information network

Description

•

•

• broadcasting a work to the public

• making an adaptation of a work

Citing or quoting a published work for the purpose of
introduction, criticism or commentary on a particular
issue or question is permitted. This exception is essential
for academics

• translating a work into another language

Act

•

•

•

• fixing work in a medium by cinematographic
or similar means

•

• preparing a compilation of a work.
Primary infringements are strict liability offences. This
means that there is no need to show that the alleged
infringer had knowledge of another’s right, or the intent
to infringe. Knowledge or intent is only relevant in the
calculation of damages or the determination of remedies.

News reporting
Description
Media outlets need to be able to cite or reference
protected works to perform their duties. This exception
protects the public’s right to understand current events
Act

4.2 What acts constitute secondary infringement
of copyright?
Secondary infringement is not explicitly discussed in the
Copyright Law. The legal basis for secondary infringement
lies in the doctrine of contributory liability, which is found
in the General Principles of the Civil Law and the Tort
Liability Law. Secondary infringement arises when a person
materially contributes to, facilitates or induces infringers
to engage in primary infringement. Primary infringement
is therefore a necessary precondition for secondary
infringement. The secondary infringer must also know or
have reason to know of the primary infringement.

Publication or broadcast of articles on political, economic
or religious topics
Description
The scope of this exception is limited to articles on
political, economic or religious issues. These articles
must have been published by another media outlet (such
as a newspaper, periodical, television station, etc.). This
exception does not apply if the author explicitly prohibits
the reprinting or rebroadcasting of his or her work
Act
Publication or broadcast of public speech
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Description

Act

This applies to speeches delivered in public. This
exception does not apply if the author explicitly prohibits
the reprinting or rebroadcasting of his or her work

Publication of works in Braille

Act
Education or scientific research
Description
This applies only to published works. Translations or
limited amounts of reproduction are allowed. No further
distribution is allowed
Act

Description
This exception only applies to published works and allows
the publication of works in Braille
The Copyright Law also includes compulsory licences for
certain uses of copyrighted works. These compulsory
licences enable certain individuals to use protected
works without the authorisation of the copyright owner
in exchange for a certain fee. Some of these compulsory
licences include:

Official use by government agencies

Act

Description

Reprinting

This exception only applies to published works. The
amount of the protected work used should be limited

Description

Libraries, museums or art galleries may reproduce
protected works for archival purposes

This licence only applies a when newspaper or journal
reprints works already published in another newspaper
or journal. Other media outlets may reprint the original
work or publish excerpts without the rights holder’s
authorisation. This licence does not apply if the author
explicitly prohibits the reprinting or rebroadcasting of his
or her work

Act

Act

Free performance

Sound recording

Description

Description

This exception applies to published works. The
performance must be free of charge and the performer
may not benefit from the performance

This only applies to musical works that are lawfully
recorded by another producer. A sound recording
producer may utilise a protected musical work to create
a new sound recording without the rights holder’s
authorisation. This licence does not apply if the author
explicitly prohibits the reprinting or rebroadcasting of his
or her work

Act
Library archival
Description

Act
Reproduction of exposed or exhibited artwork
Description
Artwork is that exhibited or otherwise displayed in public
may be copied, painted, photographed or recorded

Act
Broadcasting published work

Act

Description

Translation of literary works into a Chinese
minority’s language

This only applies to published works. Radio or television
stations may rebroadcast a protected work without
the rights holder’s authorisation. This licence does not
apply to cinematographic works or works created by
similar means

Description
This exception only applies to published works. Also, the
work must have been created in Chinese by a Chinese
citizen, legal person or other organisation
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Broadcasting published sound recordings
Description
This only applies to published sound recordings. Radio
or television stations may broadcast protected sound
recordings without the rights holder’s authorisation
Act
Inclusion in education textbooks
Description
This only applies to published works. This licence permits
the usage of certain works in compilations for textbooks.
This licence is usually limited to portions of protected
works and applies to short literary works and musical
works, individual pieces of fine art, and photographic
works. This exception does not apply if the author
explicitly prohibits the reprinting or rebroadcasting of his
or her work
Act
Inclusion in coursework for educational purposes
Description
This only applies to published works. This licence
permits the use of segments of protected work to create
course materials for educational purposes. However,
any materials may only be transmitted via information
networks to specific students
Act
Disseminating certain works across information networks
to rural areas
Description
This only applies to works where the author is a Chinese
citizen, legal person or other organisation. Also, the work
must be published and relate to agriculture/ husbandry,
disease prevention and treatment, disaster prevention
and reduction, or other work that satisfies basic cultural
needs. Works under this licence may only be transmitted
via information networks. To utilise this licence, the
person disseminating the work must give notice to the
rights holder. The rights holder has 30 days to object to
such use. The person disseminating the work should also
not benefit either directly or indirectly from such use

4.4 Is it permissible to provide a hyperlink to, or
frame, a work protected by copyright? If so, in
what circumstances?
The Copyright Law does not prohibit hyperlinking to or
framing copyrighted work if the work is lawfully uploaded
to a server. Such acts do not constitute ‘dissemination via
information network’ and do not infringe a rights holder’s
exclusive right to disseminate the work via an information
network (the Information Network Communication Right).
The Information Network Communication Right is derived
directly from the right of communication to the public
found in Article 8 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty.
Communication to the public refers to the first expression
of a work rather than subsequent reiterations or
reexpressions. The first act publicises the work. This act
may include uploading a work on an open server for public
access. Linking to or framing links to protected material
merely proliferates the original work by referencing
it but does not ‘disseminate’ the work because there
is no reproduction or copying. As an extension of this
principle, Chinese law prohibits providers from caching
copyrighted work on their servers when hyperlinking
or framing. Caching is considered infringement of the
right to reproduction since caching is a process that
necessitates temporal copies. Although hyperlinking
to or framing protected work is generally permitted,
there are instances where such acts could violate certain
competition laws. If there is an economic benefit derived
from such exploitation, such as advertising fees, and if the
hyperlinking or framing largely replaces the original work,
legal liability may arise.

4.5 Is a licensee of copyright able to bring an
infringement action?
Under the Copyright Law, copyright infringement
is actionable by the copyright owner. However, the
Copyright Law is silent on a licensee’s authority to bring an
infringement action. In practice, exclusive licences imply
the right of the licensee to bring an infringement action
(unless otherwise stated in the licence). Non exclusive
licensees may only bring an infringement action if the
copyright owner expressly grants such right.
-

Act
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5. Remedies
5.1 What remedies are available against a
copyright infringer?

if certain conditions are met. The penalty for committing
a criminal copyright offence is generally either a fine
and/or imprisonment. If a company commits a criminal
copyright offence and an individual officer is shown to have
consented to committing such offence, that officer can also
be individually liable for the crime. In this circumstance, the
company may incur a fine up to three times what the officer
is fined. Criminal offences require intent or knowledge. The
damage thresholds for each offence also vary. Each offence
involves different penalties.

The Copyright Law provides the following remedies for
rights holders, which a court may order:
•

• damages
•

• injunctions
•

• preliminary injunctions (including orders to
cease infringement, and property preservation
measures, which can be obtained prior to initiating a
copyright lawsuit)

Crime

•

• mitigation of adverse effects

Unauthorised reproduction or distribution of
copyrighted works

•

• issuance of an apology.
The Civil Procedure Law provides rights holders
with interim injunctions (including order to cease
infringement and property preservation measures during a
copyright lawsuit).

Requisite intent
Infringer knew or had reason to know that it was
infringing another’s copyright; and infringer intended to
profit from the infringement.
Damage thresholds

5.2 Are there any specific remedies for online
copyright infringement?

Any of the following would constitute a crime:
• the illegal gains total at least RMB30,000,

The procedure is as follows:

• the illegal turnover is at least RMB250,000 or

• rights holder discovers infringing material on
an ISP’s website

• there are at least 2,500 unauthorised publications.

• rights holder notifies the ISP to remove the specific
infringing material from the website

Penalties for a crime: up to three years’ imprisonment or
criminal detention, and/or a fine

• the illegal turnover totals at least RMB50,000, or

-

-

If an internet service provider (ISP) displays infringing
material on its website, rights holders can utilise the notice
and takedown mechanism in Chinese laws and regulations.
The relevant provisions are Article 36 of the Tort Liability
Law and Article 14 of the Regulations on Protection of
Information Network Communication Right.

• there are at least 500 unauthorised reproductions.
Any of the following would constitute a severe crime:

•

•

• the illegal gains total at least RMB150,000

•

• the ISP removes or blocks access to the
infringing materials.
If the ISP does not respond after receipt of notice, the
rights holder may seek an injunction from a court ordering
the ISP to remove or block access to the infringing material.

5.3 Under what circumstances is copyright
infringement a criminal act and what sanctions
may apply?
There are a number of criminal violations of copyright law.
The main offences are for unauthorised reproduction,
distribution or sale of copyrighted works. Dissemination
of work via an information network may also be criminal

Penalties

Penalties for a severe crime: three to seven years’
imprisonment and a fine.
Crime
Unauthorised dissemination of copyrighted works via
information networks
Requisite intent
Infringer knew or had reason to know that it was
infringing another’s copyright; and infringer intended to
profit from the infringement.
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Damage thresholds

Requisite intent

Any of the following would constitute a crime:

Infringer knew or had reason to know that it was
infringing another’s neighbouring right to sound
recording or video recording; and infringer intended to
profit from the infringement.

• the illegal gains total at least RMB30,000
• the illegal turnover totals at least RMB50,000 or
• there are at least 500 unauthorised reproductions.
Any of the following would constitute a severe crime:
• the illegal gains total at least RMB150,000
• the illegal turnover is at least RMB250,000 or
• there are at least 2,500 unauthorised publications.
Penalties
Penalties for a crime: up to three years’ imprisonment or
criminal detention, and/or a fine
Penalties for a severe crime: three to seven years’
imprisonment and a fine.

Damage thresholds
Any of the following would constitute a crime:
• the illegal gains total at least RMB30,000
• the illegal turnover totals at least RMB50,000 or
• there are at least 500 unauthorised reproductions.
Any of the following would constitute a severe crime:
• the illegal gains total at least RMB150,000
• the illegal turnover is at least RMB250,000 or
• there are at least 2,500 unauthorised publications.

Crime

Penalties

Unauthorised publication of a book

Penalties for a crime: up to three years’ imprisonment or
criminal detention, and/or a fine

Requisite intent
Infringer knew or had reason to know that it was
infringing another’s neighbouring right to typographical
arrangements; and infringer intended to profit from
the infringement.

Penalties for a severe crime: three to seven years’
imprisonment and a fine.
Crime

Damage thresholds

Reproduction or sale of a work of fine art using
forged signature

Any of the following would constitute a crime:

Requisite intent

• the illegal gains total at least RMB30,000

Infringer knew or had reason to know that it was
infringing another’s copyright; and infringer intended to
profit from the infringement.

• the illegal turnover totals at least RMB50,000 or
• there are at least 500 unauthorised reproductions.
Any of the following would constitute a severe crime:
• the illegal gains total at least RMB150,000

Damage thresholds
Any of the following would constitute a crime:

• the illegal turnover is at least RMB250,000 or

• the illegal gains total at least RMB30,000

• there are at least 2,500 unauthorised publications.

• the illegal turnover totals at least RMB50,000 or

Penalties
Penalties for a crime: up to three years’ imprisonment or
criminal detention, and/or a fine
Penalties for a severe crime: three to seven years’
imprisonment and a fine.

• there are at least 500 unauthorised reproductions.
Any of the following would constitute a severe crime:
• the illegal gains total at least RMB150,000
• the illegal turnover is at least RMB250,000 or
• there are at least 2,500 unauthorised publications.

Crime

Penalties

Unauthorised reproduction or distribution of a sound
recording or video recording.

Penalties for a crime: up to three years’ imprisonment or
criminal detention, and/or a fine
Penalties for a severe crime: three to seven years’
imprisonment and a fine.
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6. Enforcement
6.1 What courts can you bring a copyright
infringement action in, and what monetary
thresholds, if any, apply?

Crime
Sale of infringing articles.
Requisite intent
Infringer knew or had reason to know that it was
infringing another’s copyright; and infringer intended to
profit from the infringement.
Damage thresholds
The illegal gains total at least RMB100,000
Penalties
Up to three years’ imprisonment or criminal detention,
and/or a fine

5.4 Is there a time limit for bringing a copyright
infringement claim?

-

The statute of limitations to bring copyright infringement
claim is two years from the date of discovery. This date is
the date the rights holder is or should have been aware
of the infringement. However, if the rights holder brings
a lawsuit after expiration of this two year period, but the
infringement is still ongoing when the suit is filed, the
court will order the infringer to cease infringement and
compensate the rights holder for damages suffered over
the preceding two years.

5.5 Can legal (or any other) costs be recovered in
an action for copyright infringement? If so, what
percentage of costs will typically be recovered by
the successful party?
Yes. In China, the general rule is that the losing party pays
the costs and fees of the prevailing party. These include
court fees and the rights holder’s reasonable expenses
incurred in stopping the infringement. Courts often
support rights holders’ claims to recover investigation
costs, notarisation fees and attorney fees as long as the
amount is reasonable.

In China, there are four judicial levels: basic courts,
intermediate courts, high courts, and the Supreme People’s
Court. Generally, a case will reach its final judgment after
being heard by two courts (or two instances). In deciding
which court has original or first instance jurisdiction
over a copyright case, the value and complexity of the
matter is key.
High courts have first instance jurisdiction over copyright
cases involving claims greater than RMB200 million, or
claims greater than RMB100 million where either party is a
foreign citizen, legal person or other organisation or is not
domiciled within the court’s jurisdiction.
Basic courts only have jurisdiction over copyright disputes
if they are designated by the Supreme People’s Court.
Those that are designated have first instance jurisdiction
over cases where the claim is under RMB5 million, and cases
where the claim is between RMB5 million and RMB10 million
but both parties are domiciled in the same place such
that the same intermediate or high court would have
jurisdiction. The Supreme People’s Court has designated 165
basic courts to hear first instance copyright cases.
Copyright cases not within the jurisdictions of either high
courts or basic courts are subject to the first instance
jurisdiction of intermediate courts. However, first
instance jurisdiction for such cases in Beijing, Shanghai
and Guangzhou are reserved with the newly established
intellectual property courts in those cities.
There is no cap on the amount of damages or costs that
can be awarded by a court at different levels. The court can
decide damages according to the actual losses suffered
by the rights holder. However, if actual losses are hard to
determine, the court may award damages according to
illegal gains. If the illegal gain is also hard to determine, the
court may award statutory damages up to RMB500,000.

6.2 Are there any other ways in which you can
enforce copyright?
Administrative proceedings
A copyright holder may request the Copyright Bureau
(cultural market enforcement team) to seize infringing
copies of works in the market. Upon the rights holder’s
request, the administrative agency may seize and destroy
infringing articles, and seize materials, tools, equipment,
etc used for producing infringing products. The rights
holder may also request that Customs seize infringing
products being imported into China or exported overseas.
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Criminal proceedings
Criminal proceedings, although rare, can be brought by the
rights holder against an infringer on the grounds described
in 5.3 above. This would be pursued through the courts.

The key collecting societies in each sector are as follows:
Agency
China Written Works Copyright Society

In China, there are a few collective rights management
agencies that grant licences for rights holders. Please
see more details in point 6.4. There are no government
agencies that promote copyright in China.
The National Copyright Administration of China (NCAC)
and its local Copyright Bureaux are the official government
bodies responsible for administrative management and
enforcement of copyright in China.
The NCAC is responsible for:

Writers
Agency
Music Copyright Society of China
Who it represents
Composers, songwriters, music publishers
Agency
China Audio video Copyright Association
Who it represents
Producers and publishers of sound recordings and
video recordings

•

• formulation of national copyright policies,
administration of copyright registrations and
compulsory licences

Who it represents

-

6.3 What agency bodies are responsible for
promoting and/or enforcing copyright? What
do they do?

•

• negotiation of foreign copyright treaties

Images Copyright Society of China
Who it represents

•

• investigation into material infringement

Agency

Photographers

•

• promoting the use of copyrighted software.
In practice, the local Copyright Bureaux often set up
cultural market enforcement teams to monitor piracy in
the market. These teams have the authority to investigate
infringing activities and punish infringers.
The Public Security Bureau (PSB) will target criminal activity
(see point 5.3) if it meets the proper thresholds. The PSB
may act proactively or reactively upon receiving reports
from rights holders or rights management agencies.

Agency
China Film Copyright Association
Who it represents
Producers

6.5 Are copyright levies payable? By whom, and in
what circumstances?
There is no copyright levies mechanism in China.

6.4 What are the main collective rights management
agencies that operate in your jurisdiction and who
do they represent?
The consent of the rights holder is typically required before
using a protected work. However, rights holders may not
have the resources to negotiate and issue all individual
licence requests. Therefore, rights holders may participate
in collection schemes by signing up as members of
collective management organisations. As members, these
rights holders either transfer certain rights to the society,
which then administers the rights for them, or appoint the
society as their agent.
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7. Copyright reform

Chinese Government continues its fight against online
copyright infringement
The Copyright Law provides administrative protection to
copyright holders. Under the law, the Chinese Government
may impose a fine on those who seriously infringe another’s
copyright. On 26 June 2014, the Shenzhen Market
Supervision Administration issued a RMB260 million fine
to QVOD Technology Company (QVOD), which marked
a milestone in China’s efforts to fight online piracy. The
Chinese Government did not slacken thereafter. In July
2016, a campaign named Sword Net 2016 was carried out
jointly by four Chinese administrative departments (NCAC,
the Internet Information Office of China, the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology of China and the
Ministry of Public Security of China (MPS)).
The Sword Net 2016 campaign began in July 2016 and
was mainly against copyright infringements (i) of online
literature and movies; (ii) committed through apps; and (iii)
conducted by the online advertisement alliance. Sword Net
2016 was a great success. According to the Government’s
official report, 514 online copyright infringement cases
were investigated during this campaign and 290 infringing
websites were shut down by the Government. Fines
totalling RMB4.67 million were imposed on those infringers.

-

With the success of Sword Net 2016, the Government
has continued with Sword Net 2017, which started in late
July 2017. This time, besides the infringements of online
literature and movies, and those committed through apps,
the Government has shifted its focus to e commerce
platforms such as Tmall, Taobao and JD.com, etc.
Additionally, the Chinese Government is maintaining
its strong copyright protection for the movie and
literature industries, and endeavours to significantly
reduce copyright infringement through administrative
mechanisms, which it hopes will deter infringers. For
instance, each month, the NCAC publishes a warning notice
on its official website, listing all movies and TV programmes
that will be specially focused on and protected in the
following months.
Chinese courts support increased damages in copyright
infringement cases
Recently, copyright holders have been obtaining greater
damages for copyright infringement claims than before,
because Chinese courts have raised the available statutory
damages in some cases.

In a copyright infringement case between two internet
companies (Shanghai Xuanting v Beijing Zongheng
Network), the Shanghai No. 2 Intermediate People’s Court
awarded damages of RMB3 million to the plaintiff. The work
in dispute in this case was an online novel. The plaintiff
acquired copyright of the novel from the author. Without
the plaintiff’s authorisation, the defendant uploaded the
work on its own website and made the work available to
the public. The first instance judgment was affirmed by the
Shanghai High People’s Court. The decision is now final.
The actual damages in this case were not high. However,
the decision was a major breakthrough because the
judgment awarded was far beyond the statutory damages
provided in the Copyright Law (see 6.1). According to the
Copyright Law, if the copyright holder’s actual loss and
the infringer’s illegal gain are hard to determine, a court
may award statutory damages up to RMB500,000. In this
case, the court held that the plaintiff’s damages were over
RMB500,000 based on the evidence, even though the
exact amount was hard to determine. After considering
the economic value of the work, the defendant’s infringing
activities, the duration of infringement, and the defendant’s
bad faith, the court awarded damages of RMB3 million.
This case is a good indication that Chinese courts may raise
statutory damages for copyright infringement to better
protect copyright holders’ rights and interests.

7.2 What do you consider will be the top two
copyright developments in the next year?
Third revision of Copyright Law
On 16 June 2014, the Legislative Affairs Office of the State
Council circulated the third revision of the Copyright Law
(Revised Draft for Submission) for public comments. The
NCAC has published the draft for comments twice before,
on 31 March and 6 July 2012. The revised draft has been
submitted to the State Council for review and is pending
its further submission to the Standing Committee of the
National People’s Congress for examination and approval.
The most recent news is that the Standing Committee
has listed the revision of Copyright Law as one of the
preparatory projects in its Legislation Work Plan for 2017. So
we are expecting to see its developments in 2018.
A few main revisions are listed below:
• clarification of the concept of neighbouring rights.
The current Copyright Law provides protection to
typographical arrangements, performances, audio
and video recordings, and broadcasts, but does not
specifically define ‘neighbouring rights’
•

7.1 What do you consider to be the top two recent
copyright developments?
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8. Neighbouring rights

Regulations on copyright protection of folklore
China is an ancient civilization with many traditions and
a rich cultural history. Chinese folklore is the pinnacle of
Chinese classical literature and includes folklore stories,
mythology, songs, poetry, dances, puppetry, sculpture,
architecture, etc.

• to be identified as the performer
• to protect his or her performance from distortion
• to transmit the performer’s live performance via live
broadcast and public transmission
• to make an audio or visual recording of the performance
• to reproduce and/or distribute an audio or visual
recording of their performance
• to disseminate their performance via an
information network.
The exclusive rights of a producer of an audio or visual
recording are:
• to reproduce the audio or visual recording
• to distribute the audio or visual recording, ie copy
the recordings
• to rent the audio or visual recording, ie authorise others
to temporarily use the recordings
• to disseminate the audio or visual recording via an
information network.
•

The Copyright Law authorises the State Council to
formulate regulations to protect folklore. After years of
discussion, the NCAC finally published the first draft of
the Regulations on Copyright Protection of Folklore on 2
September 2014 for public comments. This regulation is
aimed at protecting folklore, promoting communication
of folklore, and encouraging its development. A few
important points are listed below:

The neighbouring rights of performers are:
•

This revision reflects China’s initiative to establish a more
comprehensive copyright system. The purpose of this
revision is to meet the demands of a rapidly developing
Chinese economy and culture. The passage of this new
revision would be a milestone.

•

•

• punitive damages (double or triple) are possible for
repeated bad faith infringements.

The neighbouring rights associated with typographical
arrangements include the right to authorise or
prohibit another’s use of layout designs contained in
published works.

•

•

• statutory damages have been increased to RMB1 million

8.1 Neighbouring rights by type

•

•

• a new chapter on technological protection measures
and rights management information has been added

•

•

• the right to create compilations has been removed

•

•

• the right to alter or authorise others to alter a work
has been removed

•

-

•

• model works are renamed as ‘three dimensional works’

•

•

• works of applied art are protected for 25 years

The Copyright Law states that certain types of creative
works do not qualify for copyright but are instead eligible
for neighbouring rights. These works are typographical
arrangements, performances, audio and video recordings,
and broadcasts. Neighbouring rights consist of a narrower
range of copyrights and may vary depending on the
type of work.

•

•

• video recordings are removed from “neighbouring
rights” and would now be protected as ‘audiovisual
works’ under copyright

• to rebroadcast radio or television programmes
• to record radio or television programmes that they have
transmitted through an audio or visual medium, and to
reproduce such media.

•

• the duration of folklore protection is perpetual.

The exclusive rights of broadcasters are:
•

•

• the copyright holder of folklore enjoys the right to be
identified as its author, to protect it from distortion, to
reproduce, distribute, perform, adapt and communicate
it to the public

•

•

• the ownership of folklore belongs to the specific ethnic
group or community who creates it

The NCAC is receiving comments from various interested
parties. The draft will be further revised before it is put into
effect. The passage of the regulations will be a significant
development in the protection of folklore in China.
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8.2 Terms of neighbouring rights
The term for typographical arrangements is 10 years. The
term of protection ends on 31 December of the 10th year
after the first publication date of the book or periodical that
uses the typographical arrangement.
Performers’ neighbouring rights vary. The performer’s
moral right of attribution and the right to protect the
performance from distortion are perpetual. The term
for a performer’s other economic rights is 50 years. The
term ends on 31 December of the 50th year after the
first performance.
The term of a producer’s neighbouring rights to audio or
visual recordings is 50 years and ends on 31 December of
the 50th year after the first recording is created.
The duration for broadcasters’ neighbouring rights is 50
years and ends on 31 December of the 50th year after the
first broadcast.
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